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pleasure from contemplating what you refuse to touch that
tantalization will be swallowed up in ecstasy.'*
But Dud's demon betrayed him into the girl's hands. Thuella
must have had the exactly corresponding feminine perversity
answering to our friend's; for never since, in that old organist's
house in East Dorset, he had first grown conscious of these
matters had he known such enhancement, such "linked sweet-
ness long-drawn-out/' as he enjoyed that morning on the bank
of the "scummy pond."
"How grotesque," he thought, in the detached portion of
his mind, "are the situations we get into! I must remember this
in the story of my Mary. People in books are luckier than in
life. Every life, if the truth were known, contains experiences
of a monstrous grotesqueness."
These reflections of our friend came and went like crude
"captions" on the "screen" of his sensations. The real back-
ground of what he felt must have been the edge of the green
slime against the deep water, for he found himself impressed
by the unevenness of this edge and by the way certain agglomera-
tions of the microscopic green weed floated out further than
the rest in minute promontories and capes. The ungodly pleasure
the girl was giving him began actually to take the shape of this
wavering edge between greenness and blackness; and this con-
gruity went so deep that the satisfaction of his mental desire
seemed to him then like a delirious worm feeding upon the
vegetation-roots of the world, a worm rising up from that black
water—that was the primal gulf of space—to feed forever upon
celestial duck-weed!
It must not be supposed, so touchingly hypocritical men and
women are in their love-attractions—as if this amazing vibration
between the two were too sacred, too holy, too near the "el-
bridge" between life and death to be subjected even to the
sacrilege of thought, much less to the vandalism of words—it
must not, I say, be supposed that Dud and Thuella were guiltily
silent during their cerebral absorption. They kept up all
the while—as if for the benefit of the ash-tree and the pond—
a perfunctory semblance of conversation. Nor could they be-
stow even what was left after that of their superficial conscious-
ness on much rational awareness of their bizarre situation, for it
was constantly necessary to keep themselves from slipping by
the aid of those accommodating hedge-roots.
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